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Activity
Class to first discuss and research about the pull and push factors for people to come to 
Singapore in the 19th and the early 20th centuries. Students then create a sketch-note on 
the topic of who came to colonial Singapore before World War Two, and the reasons for 
coming to Singapore.

Objectives
• Students can inquire into the causes for human migration in consideration of global 

events, regional factors as well as personal reasons.
• Students can extract and record information from a range of accounts to explain reasons 

for migration.
• Student can put together specific media elements to construct a digital artefact, while 

acknowledging the source of information. (CCI)
• Students develop empathy for past and present migrant communities in Singapore by 

understanding the reasons for their decision to settle in Singapore and/or how they have 
adjusted to life in Singapore (CGC)

Extensions
• Students can reference Everyone Can create Video Project: Create a Movie Pitch page 45 

to create an animatic pitch for either a push or a pull factors for people to come to 
Singapore. 

• Teachers can create a template for students to note down their learning as part of 
consolidation.

Have a go

Tap          , create a new Keynote presentation. Choose the white theme, add a blank 
slide to your keynote presentation. Tap         , scroll down and tap Document Setup. 
Tap                  custom. Press done after completing the setting. 
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Use Apple Pencil to tap on the screen in Keynote to activate the drawing mode  to 
answer the questions or tap        on the top right hand corner, and under              
and tap drawing to activate drawing. Press            on the top right corner to leave 
drawing mode.

Tap         on the top right hand corner, and under               Record Audio to verbalise 
and record personal learning.

Tap          export to video. Tap Export. Tap         to save video. Close Keynote and 
 tap          to open your video in Photos.
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